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Generating Revenue and Relationships
Revenue and Relationships
Loyalty and Profits

Today, consumers are more demanding and technology savvy. Retailers are
challenged with creating innovative marketing campaigns that appeal to these
customers and increase loyalty, sales, and profits.

Effective Promotions
SAP Innovations

70%

Of retailers have become
more promotions driven

With access to competitor information through
online and smartphone devices, shoppers are
now more cost conscious and well informed
than ever before. They expect exceptional
value and choice and are eager to receive
promotions that speak to their current needs
and lifestyle.

Retailers must align their marketing and
merchandising efforts to meet these demands
while attracting profitable shoppers and
retaining their loyalty. They must develop and
implement an effective promotional strategy
with well-defined tactics that include attractive
pricing to increase customer and basket spend.

They also want easy access to product information, including targeted promotions that
appeal to their individual preferences.

Source: RSR Pricing
Benchmark, 2012
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Achieve Loyalty and Profits
Revenue and Relationships
Loyalty and Profits

As consumers become more segmented and demanding, it behooves retailers
to balance trade-offs between attractive pricing and profitability. It can mean the
difference between a one-time customer and a long-term advocate.

Effective Promotions
SAP Innovations
Even with deep customer insight, retailers are
facing a unique challenge – how to promote
and offer an attractive price yet meet the
financial obligations of their organization and
shareholders. Add to the challenge the need to
predict customer demand and expected financial performance of marketing campaigns and
promotions.
As promotion volumes and targeting increase,
the ability to increase profitability targets grows
more complex as well. Promotion profitability
relies heavily on vendor relationships and cost
controls.

Vendors are motivated to provide retailers with
new incentives to target loyal and profitable
customers. Retailers must tackle both sides of
their profitability equation – purchase price and
retail price.
SAP software helps simplify the equation by
helping retailers develop differentiated promotion
plans across multiple channels, supported by
complementary and highly targeted marketing
initiatives.
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Strengthen Promotion Effectiveness
Revenue and Relationships
Loyalty and Profits
Effective Promotions

Thanks to promotion software from SAP, retailers can intuitively capture, maintain,
and grow their customer base. Leading in-memory processing technology and
integrated applications allow for comprehensive promotions. As a result, retailers
can reach the consumer with highly targeted and highly customized promotions
through any selling channel.

SAP Innovations
 Tailored promotional offers based on science-based predictive analysis
 One logical solution set across the enterprise for promotions
 Fast, real-time analysis of the planning and execution process for promotions
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Technology is changing the way consumers interact with retailers and how they
prefer to receive promotions. With the advent of advanced mobile devices and
social media come new methods for reaching consumers and influencing their
purchasing behavior.

SAP Innovations
Technology offers retailers new opportunities
for managing data and gathering information to
better understand consumers. It also upgrades
speed and execution performance to help
create a rewarding promotion experience
across all channels and devices.

Social media offers a new web of marketing
communications, where consumers can
influence each other’s behavior and provide
information directly to the retailer about their
wants and needs.

Mobile devices, for instance, offer consumers
an opportunity to access information in real
time and at the point of decision – whether
they’re shopping in a store, online, or on the go.
By maintaining a strong presence in these new
channels, retailers can gain mind share and
wallet share of this emerging generation of
shoppers.

Analytics and insight can help retailers better
understand how to design compelling marketing
campaigns and promotions. And with predictive
analytics, retailers can interact more closely at
the consumer’s point of purchase, allowing
them to up-sell and cross-sell in new ways.
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Facilitating Marketing and Promotions
Solution Overview
Marketing Planning
Promotion Planning
Campaign Management
Loyalty Management

Marketing Planning
Organize and manage concurrent marketing activities to present a consistent and
attractive brand image across channels and geographies.
Promotion Planning
Design advertising and promotional pricing that generates value and loyalty across a
diverse and demanding customer base.

Marketing and Promotions
Why SAP?

Campaign Management
Increase visibility of marketing plans and processes to help expedite decision
making. Embed collaborative activities to ensure optimal outcomes.

Loyalty Management
Transform your best customers into advocates by designing and implementing
compelling loyalty programs across multiple channels.
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Effective Prices, Promotions, and Markdowns
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Marketing Planning
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Marketing Planning
Solution Overview
Marketing Planning
Capabilities

Benefits
SAP Innovations

41%
Of retailers cite “leveraging
social media” as one of their
key initiatives over the next
18 months
Source: RIS News, 2012

As consumers move between channels
quickly, a consistent brand message
across media and channels is expected.
Marketing planning helps retailers reach
a new generation of consumers with
a consistent brand message while
capitalizing on social media and new
sales and marketing channels.

Consumers have access to a wide variety of
channels and media including Facebook,
Twitter, mobile apps, and traditional Web sites.
The new generation of consumers interacts in
these channels for information and reviews and
to share their own shopping experiences.

Advertising to these consumers requires new
content such as video, blogs, and product
recommendations.
Marketing planning is an essential first step in
creating “single voice” advertising that appeals
to these consumers. Retailers can evaluate
strategies and capabilities to leverage content
and help ensure a consistent brand message
across new and emerging channels.
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Align Marketing Content and Brand Messaging
Solution Overview
Marketing Planning
Capabilities

Benefits
SAP Innovations

Consumers expect a seamless experience
across new channels that connect them with
innovative programs and deals.
Marketing planning requires access to channels
including video, blogs, and social networking
services such as Facebook.
Retailers must now take on new skills and roles
in order to monitor social media posts and
respond in real time.
However, traditional media is still alive and
well. This puts more pressure on retailers to
manage a higher volume of marketing assets,
including images, text, and video.
When crossing channels, marketers must plan,
synchronize, and budget. They must also
develop new relationships with third-party
advertisers and new methods of integrating and
publishing advertising content.

Marketing planning helps retailers ensure the
advertising message is compelling and reaches
consumers in the channel and methods they
desire – from direct mail and e-mail to social
media.
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Compelling Messages and Inspiring Brand Loyalty
Solution Overview
Marketing Planning
Capabilities

Benefits
SAP Innovations

With SAP software, retailers can align
promotions across channels to help
ensure consistent pricing and brand
messaging. Marketers can access visualization of overlapping promotional
campaigns and a common repository
of advertising content and images to
create a seamless consumer experience – every time.
Customer relationship and promotion management solutions from SAP can help retailers
create a strong, consistent message to consumers across all channels.
Visualize and adapt marketing content for display online, through a mobile device or in print.
Identify advertising errors before they’re
presented to customers. Reduce the cost of
rework and manual changes by managing
advertising content in a single repository.

Share marketing content across channels to
emphasize brand messaging and appeal to
customers.
Reduce planning time and costs while
managing an increasingly large amount of
marketing content.
Dynamically respond to advertising changes in
response to changes in customer demand or
preferences.
Quickly execute and deliver marketing content
across channels and devices.
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Innovations for Marketing Planning
Solution Overview
Marketing Planning
Capabilities

Store and update a common repository
of marketing content for use across
channels and types of advertising.

Benefits
SAP Innovations

Analytics solutions from SAP enable retailers
to harmonize marketing content. With this
information, marketers are able to deliver
consistent, on-brand promotions to customers
on a variety of devices and media.

Streamline communications with advertisers
and third-party marketing agencies.
Integrate with printing providers and execute
production more efficiently to reduce errors and
cost.

Manage late changes, prevent manual errors,
and reduce manual processing times by leveraging a common repository of information.
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Solution Overview
Promotion Planning
Capabilities

Benefits

Promotion planning couples welldesigned, well-placed advertising with
promotional pricing to generate greater
loyalty, sales, and profits.

SAP Innovations

Consumers are more cost conscious and
informed than ever. With access to competitor
information and product review through online
and smartphone devices, they know when an
offer is providing great value and choice and is
relevant to their current needs and lifestyle.

Designing attractive promotions that will
increase loyalty and profitability requires
retailers to think and act in new ways. With
promotion planning, retailers can give consumers the seamless experience they expect
across every channel and with every offer.
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67%
Of retail laggards do not
believe that their promotions
are effective
Source: RSR Pricing Benchmark,
2012

Promotion software from SAP helps ensure all
parties involved in the promotions process are
aligned. At any time, up-to-date data and information can be filtered by role and quickly
viewed, as well as the status, financial details,
and content components of any and all
promotions.
The software also allows for collaboration
between the retailer’s merchandising and
marketing staff and its external production
partners. This, in turn, minimizes errors, saves
time, and increases the retailer’s profitability.
Promotion planning is all-inclusive. It can
involve all selling channels – including mobile
devices, e-mail, and other electronic channels;
targeted print; in-store displays; and instructional and brand awareness through broadcasts. And, it can address specific customer
groups.

Projected financial impacts can also be viewed
and understood before a promotion is even
implemented, providing valuable insight
throughout the supply chain.
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Go Beyond the Traditional to Deliver Profitable
Promotions
Traditional promotions are being reinvented to inspire consumer loyalty and
sales. SAP software helps retailers
leverage more sophisticated technologies to predict consumer response and
manage financial performance.

Meaningful merchandise promotions enable
retailers to increase shopper loyalty across
regions and demographics.

and manage promotions more cost-effectively
and increase sales.

In-store promotion planning reduces costs and
eliminates wasted time with paper-based proofs
and manual editing.
Capturing market share and traffic enables retailers to compete more strategically – speeding
time to market and the effectiveness of the offer.
Insight into past effectiveness and more efficient
planning gives marketers the ability to execute

Effective promotion management enables centralized price visibility at all levels of the organization,
as well as financial analysis and projections.
This helps ensure promotion vehicles are better
aligned with category financial plans.
Using a single set of master data for configuration,
tracking, and analytics simplifies promotion
management and helps ensure the integrity of
the system as it continues to evolve.
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Innovations for Promotion Planning
Solution Overview
Promotion Planning
Capabilities

Benefits

The SAP Retail Promotions application
provides predictive, demand-driven
forecasts of customer response and
financial implications.

SAP Innovations

 Understand promotional lift, baseline
demand, seasonality, and trends

By leveraging scientific algorithms powered
by the SAP HANA platform, retailers can
predict consumer behavior and response to
planned promotions.

 Update offers based on demand patterns to
achieve maximum sales and profitability

As a result, marketers can:
 Calculate demand variations based on
customer segments, geography, trends, and
price discounts

 Incorporate business rules and user inputs
into final planned sales quantities.
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Solution Overview
Campaign Management
Capabilities

Benefits
SAP Innovations

Retailers must communicate when and
where consumers feel most comfortable. Collaborative promotion software
from SAP empowers marketers to reach
these touch points.

Managing merchandising events and marketing
campaigns is critical to a retailer’s success in
winning and maintaining customers. SAP
software enables multichannel processes that
facilitate collaboration throughout the entire
promotion planning and execution lifecycle.

Merchandising and marketing departments
can work as a cohesive unit and address the
consumer in all selling channels – including
with print, in the store, on mobile devices,
online, through the call center – streamlined
and successfully.

At the onset of each event or campaign, concise
financial projections help ensure promotions will
deliver against their financial objectives while
attracting shoppers and generating loyalty.
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Sell to Every Customer Through Any Channel
Solution Overview
Campaign Management
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Promotion software from SAP helps simplify
promotion creation and implementation. Sales
vehicles can be planned, created, and sent to
execution engines for each channel in which
the retailer communicates with consumers –
including print advertising, special in-store
promotional offers with secondary in-store
displays, e-mail campaigns with loyalty-based
offers, or loyalty card offers redeemable at the
point of sale.

A consolidated snapshot of all promotional
activity during the lifecycle of each promotion
can also be viewed. Whatever the size of the
promotion – a single promotional offer or a
large group of promotional offers within a promotion – the retailer is empowered with data on

expected financial impact. With this data in
hand, supply chain planning and forecasting of
the overall profitability of the campaign and
promotional events can be accomplished more
accurately and quickly.
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The retailer is assured accurate and
up-to-date data at each step in the
process – whether in creative planning,
financial review, production deadlines,
or supply chain impact.

Correct, real-time data facilitates informed,
strategic decisions and, in turn, increased sales
and profitability.
Analytical reporting is inherent in SAP software
for promotions. It begins with predictive analytics
as campaigns, events, and promotions are
being formulated.
With the use of historical information, scientificbased modeling, and accurate forecasting data,
the retailer can predict what will sell, how many

units in which selling channel, and which
customer will purchase what product.
As campaigns and events are under way,
concise reporting of promotional effectiveness
enables the retailer to react to unexpected
competitive pressure and opportunities.
This consolidated planned, projected, and
actual information can transform an ineffective
retailer into a highly profitable industry leader.
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The SAP HANA platform dramatically
accelerates predictive analysis –
allowing for smarter, faster decision
making.

SAP Innovations

SAP HANA

Analytics

Aggregate analytical and transactional
databases into a single, scalable system.
Promotions software from SAP is especially
designed to work with this new processing
paradigm.

Retailers and marketing personnel can then
work in an intuitive, fast, and effective
environment. They can intuitively predict which
products and how many of each will be sold
across their channels – always in real time.
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Many retailers have loyalty programs,
yet they readily admit that shoppers can
"love them and leave them.” They’re
there just for price discounts. Many
“loyal” customers, in fact, also carry the
loyalty and club membership cards of
the retailer’s competitors.

A loyal customer could be defined as one who
wants more than just discounts and craves
products relevant to his or her lifestyle.
For the retailer, this creates a significant
analytical challenge, as it’s difficult to provide
a range of products that relate to a specific
customer.

Analytical processing prowess is required, as
well as a process that facilitates communication
with the loyal customer. This enables retailers
to showcase where and how consumers can
buy their products and the incentives to drive
the purchase.
Promotions software from SAP delivers on the
promise of both analytics and communication.
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Drive the Purchase with the Right Products and
Incentives
Retailers are well aware that the customer’s
interest begins to wane if the shopping
experience is anything less than exceptional –
even after a successful launch of a loyalty
program. An effective loyalty program must
take into account the channels in which the
customer shops and conducts searches.

Loyalty software from SAP allows the retailer to
segment its customers beyond just standard
geography and demographics. It enables the
inclusion of influences from social media and
shopper preferences. Most important, it doesn’t
just “love them and leave them” – it follows
through with the customer to maintain and
strengthen loyalty.

valuable and profitable promotions with
relevant incentives, and constant analysis of
customer buying patterns.
Simply put, loyalty software from SAP facilitates
multichannel-enabled loyalty programs.

Retailers can use the software to incorporate
assortment planning, ideal store clustering,
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Loyalty software from SAP creates an
all-inclusive foundation that encompasses every function in the promotions
lifecycle.

SAP Innovations

Consumers demand a rewarding shopping
experience – every time. They shop when and
where they feel most comfortable – in a store,
online, or on their mobile device – and desire
products and promotional incentives that are
most relevant to them. Retailers need a set of
solutions that enables them to successfully
deliver this experience – sale after sale.
Loyalty software from SAP incorporates
planning of merchandise, assortments, and

promotions as well as loyalty campaign
management and predictive analytics.
As it’s rare to deploy all solutions at once, the
platform has the inherent ability to bring about
solid integration as each solution is deployed.
The benefit to the retailer is a full suite of
solutions to create the new shopping
experience that their consumers demand.
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SAP software enables integrated, realtime capabilities for promotional tasks.

Benefits
SAP Innovations

SAP HANA
With higher demands than ever before, it’s more
difficult to capture customer loyalty. To successfully address this challenge, SAP tightly integrates
dedicated applications with in-memory-based
processing in real time.

Task-dedicated SAP software is powered by
SAP HANA. As a result, retailers can capitalize
on high-speed analysis of Big Data and the ability
to handle Big Data to determine assortments,
demand, and customer behavior and forecast
the projected acceptance of their promotions.
Working together, SAP HANA and SAP
software add up to a rewarding shopping
experience and a loyal customer base.
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Customer-Centric Marketing and Promotions Value Map
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Marketing and Promotions
Why SAP?
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Why SAP?
Solution Overview

SAP offers comprehensive solutions that can be deployed at any time in a retailer’s
technology and business lifecycle.

Marketing Planning
Promotion Planning
Campaign Management
Loyalty Management
Marketing and Promotions
Why SAP?

SAP HANA: A Platform Like No Other
Retailers can deploy applications enabled and integrated with SAP HANA to meet shopper
demands.
Merchandise Planning, Promotions, and Loyalty Across All Channels
Designed specifically for the retail industry, SAP software can help retailers analyze customer
behavior and promotional effectiveness in real time.
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Find Out More About How Your Organization Can
Become Best-Run
Benchmark Your Performance
Position your organization for dominance in this new economy with the business performance
benchmarking program from SAP – available free to SAP customers and select prospects.
The SAP benchmarking program has helped more than 3,000 organizations assess their
strengths, uncover areas for improvement, and identify best practices and IT strategies that
generate clear, tangible value – not someday, but today.
Visit valuemanagement.sap.com >>

Go Live in Weeks
Here’s the fastest way to run your business better: our rapid-deployment solutions. In one
package, you get everything you need to be up and running quickly – including preconfigured
software and implementation services – in just weeks. With a defined scope and predictable
costs, there are no surprises.
Visit sap.com/solutions/rds >>

Join Your Community of Practices
Every day, SAP Community Network (SCN) changes the way that thousands of SAP users work.
It lets members help one another solve problems, learn, and invent new ways to get things
done – faster. Find out how to connect with people, content, and resources.
Visit scn.sap.com >>
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Visit us online at sap.com/retail
Also, visit our community pages to find out more:
http://scn.sap.com/community/retail
http://wiki.sdn.sap.com/wiki/display/retail/IS-Retail
www.facebook.com/pages/SAP-Retail/82783264322

https://twitter.com/SAP_Retail
www.linkedin.com/groups/SAP-Retail-4022601
www.youtube.com/user/SAP4Retail
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